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Abstract 
 
Today, lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are ubiquitous in mobile phones, laptops, and other 
portable devices. Additionally, LIBs are becoming more and more popular for 
powering hybrid and electric vehicles. The research community strives to further 
improve the LIBs to increase electric driving distance and efficiency of both hybrid and 
fully electric vehicles. Conventional LIBs need to be strictly temperature controlled, 
most often cooled, to ca. 30°C, to ensure an acceptable and predictable life-time. 
Increasing the thermal stability and hence making possible operating temperatures of 
up to ca. 100°C would enable a merging of the cooling systems of the LIB and the 
power electronics – resulting in an overall reduced system complexity, saved mass, and 
a higher energy efficiency. 
 
All components of the LIB must be thermally stable to deliver the targeted performance 
and life-time. The electrolytes of conventional LIBs all contain organic solvents and 
lithium salts, the former flammable with high vapour pressures and the latter meta-
stable at room temperature and unstable at temperatures above 60°C. Thus more stable 
solvents and salts are needed to improve the inherent safety of the electrolyte – 
especially if aiming at elevated operating temperature applications. 
 
In this thesis procedures to investigate electrolytes for viability in HT-LIBs are 
demonstrated by investigating novel high-temperature LIB electrolyte alternatives 
primarily in the form of pure, hybrid and polymerized ionic liquid based systems. For 
several of these, physico-chemical properties such as viscosity, thermal stability, 
flammability and electrochemical stability window have been assessed and correlated 
with molecular level interactions, and furthermore a detailed characterization of several 
commercial sources of an often used electrolyte Li-salt has been performed. 
 
 
Keywords: lithium-ion battery, ionic liquid, electrolyte, polymer, high-temperature 
stability, LiFSI, EMITFSI, EMIFSI, Pip14TFSI, Pyr13TFSI 
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1 Introduction 
 
Since the dawn of the industrial age and the invention of the fossil fuel powered steam-
engine, the energy consumption of the world and the emission of greenhouse gases 
(GHGs) have continuously and dramatically increased (Figure 1a). Merely 250 years 
ago, climate change was neither known of nor yet man-made. However, there is now a 
common consensus among scientists that climate change is a real and substantial threat 
to humanity [1]. This threat has been tackled by almost all countries world-wide with 
the signing of the Paris Agreement in 2015.1 This agreement unites countries in striving 
to reduce the emission of GHGs in order to prevent a global warming of ≥ 2°C in 
comparison to preindustrial times (< 1750) [2]. To be able to successfully fulfil this 
endeavour, humanity needs to abandon or drastically reduce fossil fuel consumption. 
This can partly be done by shifting electrical energy generation from fossil fuels to 
renewable energies, e.g. solar cells, wind, etc. However, other factors need to be 
considered as well. The transportation sector is responsible for a large portion of the 
total GHG emissions (Figure 2). Especially heavy-duty trucks consume a large amount 
of fossil fuels and have a larger share of GHG emissions compared to light-duty 
vehicles [3]. In order to reduce fossil fuel consumption and hence the emission of GHGs 
from the transportation sector, the electrification and accessibility of electrified vehicles 
needs to continue to advance (Figure 1b). Both can be fostered by advancements in 
battery technology. 
 
 
Figure 1: Energy consumption, GHG emissions (a) and xEV sales (b) [4–6]. 
 
The first appearance of batteries in “car-like” vehicles dates back to the beginning of 
the 19th Century [7]. With the advance of chemistry, battery technologies have 
improved (Table 1). This has resulted in a shift in battery technology from lead-acid 
batteries of the very first fully electric vehicles (EV) to the nickel metal hydride 
batteries (NiMH) employed in one of the first modern hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) - 
                                                 
1 Despite that USA announced to withdraw from the Paris Agreement in June 2017. 
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the Toyota Prius in 1997. Today, lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are becoming more and 
more popular for the xEV market, with improved specific energies, capacities and 
cycle-lives. As a result of this shift, driving ranges of up to 500 km have recently been 
made possible and accessible to a larger market [8]. The research community further 
strives to improve the LIB in order to increase distance and efficiency, while decreasing 
the cost of xEVs [9,10].  
 
 
Figure 2: GHG emissions by sector in the EU, data from 2015 [11]. 
 
A sometimes, at least to the public as compared to the xEV cars, forgotten area is 
commercial vehicles; trucks, buses, construction equipment, etc. In this thesis an 
opportunity to increase the efficiency of hybrid-trucks is outlined by the concept of 
LIBs with higher operating temperatures (HT-LIBs). Today’s LIBs contain several 
components, of which one is the ion conducting electrolyte. This electrolyte consists of 
a lithium salt, such as lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6), dissolved in a mixture of 
organic solvents, such as ethylene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC). 
However, these organic solvents are highly flammable and decompose at temperatures 
higher than 60°C. This makes them hazardous, especially when combined with the 
thermally unstable LiPF6 salt [12]. The decomposition is not only dangerous due to the 
build-up of pressure and risk of explosion, but fluorine based salts can also lead to the 
evolution of hazardous gases such as hydrofluoric acid (HF) [12]. Furthermore, it has 
been shown that both the calendar and cycle life of LIBs are strongly dependent on the 
temperature. The cycle life of a LIB is reduced from > 3000 cycles to ca. 1600 cycles 
when increasing the temperature from 25 to 45°C [13]. Thus, conventional LIBs need 
a separate cooling system, keeping them at ca. 35°C, while the power electronics are 
cooled to ca. 80°C. Improving the thermal stability of the LIB electrolyte would provide 
an opportunity for a joint cooling system, and thereby improve the overall vehicle 
weight and efficiency. Furthermore, the higher working temperatures can make other 
electrode materials with improved power densities viable.  
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Table 1: Properties of some battery technologies [14,15]. 
Chemistry 
 
Cell Voltage  
[V] 
Spec. Energy 
[Wh/kg] 
Cycle Life 
[#] 
Power Density  
[W/kg] 
Oper. T. 
[°C] 
Lead-acid 2.0 30 250-500 1-200 -40 to 60 
NiMH 1.2 90-110 500-1000 10-400 -20 to 65 
LIB 4.0 200 1000+ 1-2000 -20 to 50 
 
To improve the safety of the electrolyte, flame-retardants can mitigate electrolyte 
flammability [16–18], but a more robust solution is to find more stable salts and 
solvents. Ionic liquid (IL) based electrolytes (ILel) are promising for high-temperature 
applications such as the HT-LIB. ILs contain only ions and are by definition salts with 
melting points below 100°C and frequently liquids even at ambient temperatures. 
Research on ILs has flourished during the last decade [19], but no "Swiss Army Knife" 
IL is likely to be found. However, it should be possible to find an ILel with all the 
properties (high thermal stability, wide electrochemical stability window, high ionic 
conductivity, etc.) needed for an HT-LIB [20–22]. In spite of their advantages, ILs have 
comparatively high viscosities, and ionic conductivities are not only arising from the 
Li+, suggesting that modified concepts such as IL/organic solvent hybrid electrolytes 
may be needed.  
 
The addition of an organic solvent to an IL can improve the transport properties of the 
electrolyte without dramatically impairing its safety properties as shown by Montanino 
et al. for a LiTFSI in Pyr13TFSI/EC/DEC electrolyte [23]. In paper IV, we performed 
promising half-cell cycling of Li||lithium iron phosphate (LFP) cells with hybrid 
electrolytes, that show capacities of 150-160 mAh/g at 1 C and 80°C. Another 
alternative is to combine the advantages of ILs and polymer, creating poly-ILs 
(polymerized ILs, PILs) by polymerizing IL monomers and interconnecting them 
covalently to create a polymer-backbone [24]. These PILs have high thermal stabilities 
but only moderate ionic conductivities [25]. The application of ternary electrolytes 
where a Li-salt, an IL and a PIL are combined (ion-gels) lead to increased ionic 
conductivities with maintained high thermal stabilities. In paper V, we have shown 
that this concept leads to stable cycling of Li||LFP half-cells for 100 cycles at 0.5 C and 
80°C. A further alternative concept for safer and more thermally stable LIBs is the 
utilisation of nitrile based salts and solvents, which we have investigated in paper VI. 
 
This thesis starts by introducing the basic operation principles of batteries in general 
and the LIB and electrolytes in particular, before moving on to the materials needed to 
create ILel. Various HT-LIB electrolyte concepts: Pure, hybrid and polymerized IL, and 
nitrile based electrolytes are then scrutinized for their physico-chemical properties. 
Some of the tested electrolytes have also had their electrochemical performance 
assessed, with special emphasis on the thermal stability of the materials used, including 
the Li-salt. 
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2 Batteries 
 
Batteries are electrochemical devices that store chemical energy and transform it to 
electrical energy when discharged. They can be classified as either primary or 
secondary [14]; the former being disposed after single use, while the latter can be 
recharged and used again. From here onwards the term “battery” is used synonymously 
for a secondary/rechargeable battery.  
 
Today’s engineers can choose from a wide variety of batteries as a power source for a 
diverse number of applications, including electric vehicles, stationary storage, etc. 
Every battery technology has its own unique advantages and disadvantages, making 
them suitable for different applications. The different properties of a few selected 
battery concepts are listed in Table 1. The lead-acid concept is well established as a 
starting-lighting-ignition (SLI) battery in vehicles [26]. This is due to its high power 
density of 200 W/kg, the wide operating temperature of -40-60°C and its low price [14]. 
Nickel-metal-hydride (NiMH) batteries are used in areas that require both high power 
density and high specific energy (e.g. cameras, power tools) and have been used in the 
first generations of HEVs. The slightly improved specific energy of the NiMH battery 
compared to the nickel-cadmium (NiCd) battery technology makes it slightly superior2. 
In the present day LIBs have the highest specific and volumetric energies of 200 Wh/kg 
and 570 Wh/L, respectively, as well as long cycle life of more than 1000 charge-
discharge cycles and very high cell voltages of ca. 4 V [15,27]. This makes them ideal 
for devices where low weight and volume is a crucial factor, such as mobile phones, 
tablets, power tools, and xEVs. 
 
2.1 Operating Principles 
 
The electrochemical cell is the basic unit of a battery and consists of two electrodes and 
an electrolyte (Figure 3). Redox reactions take place at the electrodes when the battery 
is operated: oxidation at the anode and reduction at the cathode when discharged [14]. 
These reactions are reversed when the cell is charged. The resulting electrical current 
flowing from anode to cathode needs to be charge-compensated by ion transport 
through the electrolyte. In case of liquid electrolytes, a separator is needed, to prevent 
the electrodes from physical contact and the battery from short-circuiting. Commonly, 
a microporous polyolefin (e.g. polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP)) separator of 16-
40 µm is used, which keeps its functionality up to its Tm (PE:135°C and PP:155°C), 
while glass microfiber composite separator show even a higher thermal stability of 
200°C [14,28]. The three basic components of the electrochemical cell are necessary 
for the battery to function, but usually only the electrodes store and deliver energy – 
which is why these are dubbed “active materials”. Electrode materials are introduced 
and discussed in sub-chapter 2.3. 
                                                 
2
NiCd batteries have been banned for sale in the EU, because of the toxic cadmium, but are still used in 
applications where no alternatives exist.  
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A battery is made of at least one electrochemical cell and other components such as 
current collectors. The current collectors ensure an efficient electronic transport 
between the electrodes by their high electrical conductivity (commonly made of copper 
or aluminium). Additionally, they provide mechanical stability to the electrode material 
and are electrochemically stable to not influence the electrode processes [29]. Single 
battery cells are connected to one another to reach desired voltages (series connection) 
and/or desired energy and power (parallel connection). The resulting battery module 
can be connected to other modules to further increase voltage, energy, and power. In 
EVs, a voltage power supply of ca. 400 V provides high efficiency as well as lighter 
vehicles due to the decreased weight by thinner cables [30]. Also, for a series 
connection, the failure of a single cell leads to complete module failure, while for a 
parallel connection a cell failure only decreases the functionality of the module. In 
practice, a combination of parallel and series connections is most commonly used and 
abbreviated by the number of cells in series and in parallel such as 3S2P for three cells 
in series in two parallel lines (Figure 3). The entity of cells and modules is called the 
battery pack. The 100 kWh battery pack in Tesla’s “Model S” EV for example, is made 
out of 8256 small, cylindrical, 18650 (18 mm diameter and 65.0 mm length) single-cell 
batteries [31]. Furthermore, temperature sensors and other control units are built in the 
modules and battery pack and controlled by the battery management system (BMS). 
The BMS also controls the charging of the battery and recuperation during deceleration 
of the vehicle and the health of the battery in general [29].  
 
 
Figure 3: The main components of an electrochemical cell and a 3S2P battery pack. 
 
Before proceeding, the most important battery properties and measures must be briefly 
introduced. The output voltage is determined by the potential difference of the half-
reactions of the electrodes. LIBs have (with high cell voltages of 4 V) a large advantage 
over most other technologies (2 V or less, Table 1). The specific energy describes the 
amount of charge that can be extracted per kg of battery material for a certain voltage. 
The specific energy is with 200 Wh/kg highest for LIBs, approximately twice the 
energy can be extracted compared to a NiMH battery of the same weight, or 
equivalently, half the weight can be saved for the same output (Table 1). The capacity 
2 Batteries 
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gives information about how much current or charge can be extracted over time, or how 
long the battery is going to work for before the active materials are depleted. The ratio 
between electric charge transferred during battery charge and discharge determines the 
coulombic efficiency. The rate capability defines the highest current extractable from a 
battery. The cycle stability describes how the discharge capacity is reduced, e.g. to 80% 
of its initial value, with increasing cycle number. Depending on the battery technology 
the cycle stability varies from 250 to more than 1000 cycles with LIBs being at the 
upper end of this range. However, it is notable that none of the battery technologies in 
Table 1 have a thermal stability higher than 65°C. Creating a HT-LIB makes the 
already compelling LIB technology even more attractive, as to its high energy, power 
density and long-cycle life, the increased thermal stability would further increase the 
efficiency of the xEV through a simpler cooling-system (chapter 1).  
 
2.2 Lithium-ion Batteries (LIBs) 
 
LIBs have their origin in primary lithium metal batteries, which made use of the low 
atomic weight (7 g/mol) and very negative potential (-3 V vs. standard hydrogen 
electrode (SHE)) of lithium enabling light-weight batteries with energy densities of 
250 Wh/kg [14,32]. Despite the advantages of lithium as an anode material, for safety 
reasons it is not commonly used in its metallic form in secondary batteries. Upon 
charging of the battery, metallic lithium can re-deposit on the anode in the form of 
dendrites, which can grow to the cathode, short-circuit the cell and lead to thermal 
runaway [33]. Therefore, higher specific capacities are neglected in favour of 
reliability, cycle stability and safety leading to the LIB.  
 
 
Figure 4: LIB with graphite anode, SEI, ILel, and LiCoO2 cathode. 
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In a LIB both the anode and cathode can be intercalation materials (Latin 
“intercalare” = to insert, Figure 4), storing lithium in its ionic form. During charge and 
discharge the electrodes expand/contract only slightly as the Li+ are intercalated or de-
intercalated [34]. Based on the intercalation mechanism, LIBs are also called “rocking 
chair” batteries [35,36]. As an example, when graphite is used as anode material, the 
first cycles have lower coulombic efficiencies due to the creation of the solid electrolyte 
interphase (SEI) [9] (Figure 4 and sub-chapter 2.5.1). However, this SEI is one of the 
reasons for the long cycle life of the LIBs as it prevents further reaction of the electrode 
with the electrolyte and lets only the Li+ pass through preventing graphite exfoliation 
induced by larger molecules [37]. Lithium is stored between the graphene layers of 
graphite. The lithiation process occurs in distinct insertion stages, where one model 
describes this by the number of empty graphene layers between two Li+. Upon 
lithiation, this number decreases from stage IV (every fourth layer is filled with Li+) to 
stage I (every layer is filled with Li+) [29]. A fully lithiated graphite contains one Li+ 
for every six carbon atoms (LiC6). More about carbons and other anode materials such 
as based on lithium alloying with other metals and compounds are discussed in sub-
chapter 2.3.1. 
 
2.2.1 High Temperature LIBs 
 
Batteries with high power densities are often used for applications with a high current 
demand, which is accompanied by a large heat generation. LIBs have high power 
densities up to 2 kW/kg (Table 1) and in xEV the current is not only high, but can also 
be drawn for a longer period of time, increasing the temperature of the LIB. As the 
thermal stability of an LIB often is restricted to ≤ 50°C (Table 1), a battery cooling 
system is needed [38]. One alternative is the lithium metal polymer batteries, employing 
a poly(ethylene oxide) based solid polymer electrolyte (SPE), that operate at 60-80°C 
in the Bolloré Bluecars in Paris, but their specific energy density of 100 Wh/kg is 
clearly below LIBs and they demand continuous charging when not in use [39,40]. 
 
Various measures must be taken to increase the thermal stability of LIBs and create 
working HT-LIB. The thermal stability of the electrolyte must be improved by utilising 
salts and solvents with higher thermal stabilities (chapter 3). However, increasing the 
thermal stability of the electrolyte is not enough, also the anode and cathode materials 
have to withstand the higher temperatures. The reactivity of the lithiated anode towards 
the electrolyte sets the upper temperature limit where chain-like decomposition 
reactions are irreversibly triggered [41]. The addition of an additive, e.g. vinyl 
carbonate (VC), to the electrolyte can stabilize the interphase of the anode and 
electrolyte and increase the thermal stability. Similar problems need to be tackled on 
the cathode side; the main source of heat in a battery is often the reaction between the 
electrolyte and the delithiated cathode [41]. A small amount of dimethyl acetamide 
(DMAc) in the electrolyte can mitigate the reaction [42], but there is no ideal electrolyte 
additive to perfectly protect the electrodes at higher temperatures. 
2 Batteries 
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Instead of increasing the thermal stability of the electrodes used at “normal” operating 
temperature by modifying the electrolyte, an alternative is to use electrode materials 
already stable at the elevated temperatures aimed for with the HT-LIB concept. 
Li4Ti5O12 (LTO) and chromium-rich oxidized stainless steel electrodes, (FexCr1-x) 
Cr2O4 (0.3 < x < 1) have been successfully tested at 60°C and 100°C, respectively 
[43,44]. Unfortunately, the increase in thermal stability is often accompanied by a 
decrease in energy density and cycle stability. 
 
2.3 Electrodes 
 
In the same way that there are different kinds of battery chemistries suitable for certain 
applications, there are also a variety of materials available which can be used as 
electrode materials for LIBs, resulting in LIBs with different properties. Potentials, 
capacities, rate capabilities, cycle life and not least the compatibility with the electrolyte 
can be tailored by choosing the anode and cathode electrode materials. 
 
2.3.1 Anodes 
 
In general, there are two types of anodes for LIBs: Intercalation and conversion 
materials. Intercalation materials, as shortly mentioned above, provide the host material 
for de-/lithiation processes, also named topotactic reactions, i.e. the crystal structure 
remains unchanged. These structures deliver high cycle-life and good capacity 
retention; however, they have a rather low capacity. In contrast, the conversion 
materials show very large capacities but have only limited capacity retention, as they 
are often connected to volume changes (Table 2). 
  
Arguably, the cheapest anode materials are different types of carbons [45,46]. There 
are amorphous (hard and soft) and crystalline carbons (graphite). Amorphous carbons 
have a slightly higher delithiation potential than graphitic carbons. They also show a 
higher irreversible capacity retention, but because of defects and their structure being 
composed of monolayers, they can also provide a higher than theoretical gravimetric 
capacity [47]. Graphitic carbons are still the most commonly used anode materials [48]. 
They have a potential close to lithium metal (+0.1 V) and high cycling stability. The 
thermal stability of graphite has been shown to be higher than 120°C and can further 
be improved by increasing the carbon particle size, however, these tests were performed 
on lithiated graphites which were not in contact with the electrolyte [49]. Their thermal 
stability in contact with the electrolyte may differ. 
 
Other types of intercalation compounds have structures in the spinel-framework. In the 
last decade, increased research has been performed on the spinel type anode lithium-
titanate (Li4Ti5O12, LTO) [50]. This material undergoes almost no volume change upon 
de-/intercalation (Table 2). Therefore, extremely long cycle-lives of 30000 cycles have 
been reported [51]. LTO’s considerably higher potential of 1.6 vs. Li+/Li° makes it 
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interesting for application with electrolytes of low reduction stability [48]. At the same 
time, the (for an anode) relative high potential leads to LIBs with only low output 
voltages [50]. LTO is very promising for HT-LIBs as it has already been tested in a 
battery at 60°C and the material itself at 900°C [52,53]. 
 
Table 2: Properties of anode materials for LIBs, with lithium shown as a ref. 
Anode 
Material 
Gravimetric 
Discharge Cap. 
[mAh/g] 
Potential 
vs. Li+/Li° 
[V] 
Volume 
change 
[%] 
Promising 
for 
HT-LIB? 
References 
Li 3860 0.0 ~0.0 ? [32] 
Graphite  372 0.1 10.0 ? [48] 
LTO  175 1.6 0.2 Yes [48,50] 
Si  4200 0.4 270.0 Yes [48,54] 
C/Si  1250 0.4 270.0 ? [55] 
Sn  790 0.7 255.0 Yes [48,56] 
 
Silicon (Si) based anode materials have a high theoretical discharge capacity of 
4200 mAh/g, in addition to flat discharge profiles [57]. Unfortunately the high capacity 
comes along with a volume change of up to 400% [54]. This large volume expansion 
causes stress, leading to cracking and pulverization of the Si-particles and their SEI 
(sub-chapter 2.5.1), resulting in a rapid capacity degradation [57]. The combination of 
Si based particles with carbonaceous material, by encapsulating [58], layering [59], and 
binding [60] improves the electronic conductivity and quality of the SEI layer. 
Altogether resulting in a stable battery cycling performance of 100 cycles, delivering a 
capacity of 1200 mAh/g at a current density of 0.5 A/g [55].  
 
Other promising graphite substitutes with a volumetric capacity of 2020 mAh/cm3 and 
low potential of 0.7 V vs. Li+/Li° are tin (Sn) based anodes [56]. Similar to Si, Sn based 
electrodes are prone to volumetric expansion upon charge/discharge, sharing the same 
disadvantages of fast capacity fade and pulverisation of the Sn particles. In paper III, 
we investigated Sn based electrodes with ILel at 80°C and reported comparable battery 
performance to commercial organic based electrolytes at RT. Both Si and Sn based 
anodes are promising for HT-LIBs, as they both have their origin in cells working at 
ca. 400°C [56]. 
 
2.3.2 Cathodes 
 
Classified by the dimension of their Li-intercalation paths, there are three major types 
of cathode materials. These three types are: 1D olivine structured LiMPO4 (M = Fe, 
Mn, Ni, Co), 2D layered, transition-metal oxide LiMO2 (M = Co, Cr, Mn, Ni, or V) 
[61,62] and 3D spinel materials such as LiM2O4 (M = Mn, Co, Ni) are the most popular 
cathode materials for LIBs [63,64]. 
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LiFePO4 (LFP) electrodes have rather low potentials as cathode materials for LIBs 
(Table 3). This is a disadvantage with respect to cell output voltage and energy density, 
on the other hand it contributes to the very good cycle stability and safety, as electrolyte 
solvents do not produce oxygen under abuse condition when LFP is used [65]. Other 
disadvantages are the low electronic and Li+ conduction in LFP due to the 1D 
intercalation path. However, a capacity of 160 mAh/g together with its environmental 
friendliness, good cycling stability and low cost make it a popular cathode material. In 
LFP, the P-O covalent bond is very strong giving LFP a high thermal stability of 
≥ 200°C [66]. 
 
The 2D layered structure of LiCO2 (LCO) provides good cycle stability and adequate 
rate capabilities. The theoretical capacity of LCO can only partly be used, because its 
structure becomes chemically unstable when too much Li is removed from it, leading 
to irreversible degradation and capacity fading. Furthermore, it has been shown that 
LCO is the least thermally stable of all commercialized common cathode materials. 
However, the onset temperature for its self-heating rate is above 160°C [67], which 
would be enough to enable HT-LIBs. LiNiO2 and LiMnO2 are both more stable, 
especially when doped by Co. This enables higher capacities up to 180 mAh/g for 
LiNiO2. Furthermore, the doping of Al, Mg, Ca or Ba increases cycling stability and 
improves the electrode materials’ thermal stability. Disadvantages of LCO are its high 
cost and toxicity. The 2D layered structures which contain higher amounts of the more 
environmental friendly and more abundant Ni and Mn, e.g. LiNi1-x-yMnxCoyO2 (NMC) 
and LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 (NCA) are very popular in xEVs [27]. 
 
Table 3: Properties of common cathode materials [27,48]. 
Cathode 
Material 
Specific 
Capacity 
[mAh/g] 
Average V 
vs. Li+/Li° 
[V] 
Power 
Density 
 
Promising for  
HT-LIB? 
LCO 155 3.8 Good Yes 
LFP 160 3.4 Good Yes 
NMC 160 3.7 Good Yes 
NCA 180 3.7 Good Yes 
LMO 120 4.1 Very good No 
 
The spinel structure of LiMn2O4 (LMO) has 3D Li
+ intercalation paths and provides 
high rate capability and safety. It has a rather low theoretical capacity of 148 mAh/g 
and shows an average potential of 4.1 vs. Li+/Li° [48]. It is very important not to “over-
discharge” batteries with LiMn2O4 cathodes. This is because it induces a structural 
change from cubic to tetragonal symmetry (Jahn-Teller distortion), causing a large 
volume change and capacity fading. Furthermore, trace amounts of H+ lead to 
dissolution of Mn2+, which migrate and get reduced irreversibly at the anode, causing 
capacity fading. This dissolution is promoted by temperature and is severe for 
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T ≥ 50°C. Even though novel, spherical heterostructures of LiMn2O4, with a layered 
coating and spinel core have shown to be stable for 100 cycles at 60°C [68], further 
research still has to be done to make it suitable for HT-LIBs. 
 
2.4 Electrolytes 
 
An electrolyte is a medium that contains moveable ions. It has to possess many 
properties (Table 4) and has to be matched with the electrode materials, current 
collectors and operation conditions. There are electrolytes in the form of liquids, gels, 
polymers, and solids.  
 
Table 4: Important electrolyte properties. 
Property Relevance/Action 
SEI formation 
Protects the electrodes from degradation by reacting 
with the electrolyte and prevents anion intercalation. 
Salt solubility 
Affects the maximum possible concentration of charge 
carriers. 
Ionic conductivity 
Ensures a high mobility of charge carriers which is 
crucial for the power density. 
Electrochemical stability 
window (ESW) 
Determines the electrodes the electrolyte can be used 
with.  
Wide temperature range 
Increases the temperature environment the battery can 
be used in. 
Hydrolysis stability 
Improves the chemical stability and prevents HF 
formation. 
Non-flammability 
Ensures safety even in case the battery is damaged by an 
external hazard.  
Price Assures commercialization.  
 
2.4.1 Conventional Electrolytes for LIBs  
 
As mentioned above, the conventional electrolyte for LIBs is based on the LiPF6 salt 
dissolved in a combination of different cyclic and linear carbonate organic solvents 
[69], e.g. EC and DMC. This electrolyte concept was proposed more than two decades 
ago by Tarascon et al. [70]. EC and DMC combine several important properties: EC 
has a high dielectric constant, that promotes lithium salt dissolution, and forms an 
efficient SEI layer on graphite [71]. However, recently, Dahn et al. showed EC to be 
only suitable for Li-ion cells operating ≤ 4.2 V [72]. Furthermore, the melting point, 
Tm, of 36°C for EC calls for usage with other solvents like DMC, which lowers both 
the melting point and the viscosity of the resulting electrolyte – the latter important for 
a high ionic conductivity. An overview of the most common organic solvents and some 
key properties are shown and discussed in sub-chapter 3.1.2. 
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The classical electrolytes for LIBs have enabled thousands of charge-discharge cycles 
with optimized electrode configurations [38]. However, for HT-LIBs these electrolytes 
need to be replaced due to their non-suitability for temperatures ≥ 50°C, especially 
when the lithium salt LiPF6 is used [12] – alternatives are pure, hybrid and polymerized 
ILel [10]. Furthermore, in paper VI we have investigated promising liquid nitrile based 
electrolytes for HT-LIBs.  
 
2.5 Electrode/Electrolyte  
 
With respect to electrode/electrolyte interfaces, there are two possible ways to achieve 
a well-functioning combination of electrodes and electrolyte. Either, the potentials of 
the electrodes are within the ESW of the electrolyte or the electrochemical stability is 
increased by an SEI or an SPI – interphases between the electrolyte and the electrode.  
 
2.5.1 Solid Electrolyte Interphase (SEI) 
 
The electrolyte is composed of organic solvents with molecular energy levels, whereof 
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular 
orbital (LUMO) determine their intrinsic electrochemical stabilities. If the 
LUMO/HOMO levels are outside of the potentials of the anode/cathode, the electrolyte 
and the battery is stable (Figure 5a). A higher potential of the anode than the LUMO 
can lead to reduction of the electrolyte [9]. An SEI is formed on the surface of the anode 
in case SEI forming species (e.g. EC) are present. This happens immediately upon 
contact with metallic lithium anodes, but cell cycling is necessary for uncharged (e.g. 
graphite based) anodes [73].  
 
 
 
Figure 5: Electrodes/electrolytes energy levels for a thermodynamically (a) and kinetically (b) 
stable electrolyte.  
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The SEI model was proposed in 1979 by Peled and was confirmed for all alkali and 
alkali earth metals [74]. The SEI prevents further decomposition, but still facilitates 
transport of the small Li+ during charge and discharge [75]. It is of utmost importance 
that the SEI is of high quality. This can be achieved by having mechanical stability and 
flexibility, as well as possessing a temperature expansion coefficient in the same range 
as the anode’s. If the SEI cannot perfectly protect the anode, continuous reduction of 
the electrolyte will occur and increase the thickness of the SEI. A regular SEI was 
originally stated to be thermally stable up to 120°C [76], but a detailed XPS-study later 
showed its decomposition to be close to RT [77]. 
 
2.5.2 Solid Permeable Interface (SPI) 
 
Similarly to the formation of the SEI on the anode, the SPI is formed on the surface of 
the cathode (Figure 5b). Here, the electrolyte is oxidized by the cathode if the HOMO 
of the electrolyte is higher than the potential of the cathode [9]. The existence of such 
a layer was shown for LiMnO4, LiCoO4, LiNiO2, LiNi0.8Co0.2O2 and LiFePO4 by 
Edström et al. that coined the term “SPI” and showed it to always contain the same 
organic species, with the difference being the relative composition [78]. However, the 
thickness of the layer was rather dependent on the electrode material, as well as the 
inorganic species. The SPI does not exclusively form in organic electrolytes, but also 
in hybrid electrolytes. This has been shown for a LiFePO4 cathode with an organic 
solvent/IL hybrid electrolyte. Furthermore, the interfacial resistance of the hybrid 
electrolyte was lower and resulted in a better cycling performance of the battery, when 
compared to the IL free conventional electrolyte [79]. 
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3 From Li-salts to Polymerized Ionic Liquids (PILs) 
 
In this chapter all the materials needed to create electrolytes for LIBs are discussed in 
terms of important properties as well as their specific advantages and disadvantages. 
Furthermore, their suitability as electrolyte materials for HT-LIBs are discussed. 
 
3.1 Components 
 
To create an electrolyte for a battery we need to combine several components - 
materials of varying complexity. Starting with the Li-salt, in its highest purity 
containing only a Li+ and an anion, the addition of solvents increases the number of 
species present. Depending on both the types and number of solvents used, the overall 
complexity of the electrolyte can heavily differ, shown by the broadened base of the 
pyramid (Figure 6). 
 
 
Figure 6: Increase in complexity from Li-salt to PIL based electrolytes. 
 
3.1.1 Lithium Salts 
 
The overall properties of the electrolyte are highly influenced by the lithium salt used. 
In general, it must be soluble enough in the matrix to enable concentrations of ca. 1 M 
in order to obtain optimal ionic conductivities [80]. Furthermore, it needs to produce 
stable SEI in interaction with the solvents [81], be non-corrosive towards electrodes 
and current collectors, as well as being non-toxic. 
 
As mentioned above, LiPF6 is the most common salt for electrolytes of LIBs [41], 
providing electrolytes with very high ionic conductivities at RT [82], wide ESWs, and 
stable SEIs [83]. The major drawback of this salt is its auto-decomposition reaction (1) 
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[84], which involves the release of gaseous PF5. At the same time, the production of 
solid LiF is often a wanted product for the SEI and F- ions stabilize the Al current 
collectors by forming AlOxFy [85]. 
 
   𝐿𝑖𝑃𝐹6 (𝑠) ↔ 𝐿𝑖𝐹(𝑠) +  𝑃𝐹5(𝑔)    (1) 
 
Another drawback is that the salt can react with trace water impurities to form highly 
toxic HF, in turn reacting with the SEI and positive electrode materials [86,87]. The 
decomposition of LiPF6, which becomes more severe with increasing temperature, 
restricts the upper operation temperature limit of LIBs to approximately 60°C [84]. 
Already at 55°C LiPF6 and organic solvent based electrolytes start to show decreased 
cycle stability, however, this can be partly mitigated by adding lithium 
bis(oxalato)borate (LiBOB), which results in a more robust SEI [88].  
 
The LiTFSI salt has been proposed as an alternative to LiPF6, in order to increase the 
thermal stability and improve the stability against water impurities [80,89]. LiTFSI 
based electrolytes have ionic conductivities comparable to those which are LiPF6 based 
[80] and demonstrate stable operation at 60°C [90]. Improved discharge capacities have 
also been demonstrated across a wide temperature interval: -10 to 80°C [91]. A 
drawback, however is corrosion of the aluminium current collector above 3.6 V [92–
94], by an anodic dissolution process of unprotected Al. This can be mitigated by 
adding a small amount of either LiPF6 [91], LiBOB [95], or by using very high 
concentrations of LiTFSI, which form a protective film composed of LiF on the Al 
surface [96]. Furthermore, solvents containing a cyano-group can increase the stability 
against aluminium corrosion by up to 0.4 V by the cyano-group undergoing chemical 
reactions with Al intermediates, which compete with the electrochemical oxidation to 
Al3+ [97]. In an LiTFSI ILel aluminium corrosion has been prevented, possibly resulting 
from a protective layer containing Al3+ and TFSI [98,99].  
 
The LiFSI salt is another alternative being increasingly studied, much due to its high 
thermal stability and the high ionic conductivity of its electrolytes [100–102]. LiFSI 
was reported to be stable up to 200°C and its electrolytes to exhibit higher ionic 
conductivities than those with LiPF6 or LiTFSI [103]. The SEI formed is reported to be 
comparably smooth and uniform with respect to LiPF6 based electrolytes [104,105]. 
However, there are contradictory reports about the thermal stability of LiFSI; with a 
possible decomposition at 75°C [106] the suitability for HT-LIBs is unclear. A more 
detailed discussion of the fundamental as well as practical stability of the LiFSI salts 
available is presented in paper I. 
 
LiBOB is another promising salt for HT-LIBs as it has a thermal stability of 300°C 
[107], as well as excellent oxidation resistance up to 4.6 V vs. Li+/Li° [108]. LiBOB 
also forms a very stable SEI on graphite anodes [109]. The ionic conductivity is usually 
lower [110], but have been reported on par with LiPF6 based electrolytes [108]. LiBOB 
has a reported ability to suppress aluminium corrosion up to 5.5 V vs. Li+/Li° [111], as 
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well as enabling high-temperature cycling when added to a LiTFSI in an EC and ethyl 
methyl carbonate (EMC) based electrolyte [95]. Some drawbacks include moisture 
sensitivity, possibly producing boric acid [110], in addition to a limited solubility in 
organic solvents [112]. 
 
Lithium 4,5-dicyano-1,2,3-triazolate (LiDCTA) is a lithium salt free of oxygen and 
fluoro atoms, improving safety and lowering costs by an easier manufacturing process 
[113]. It is thermally stable up to 300°C making it interesting for HT-LIBs. However, 
its electrolytes have only modest ionic conductivities of 2.9 mS/cm [114] and a low 
anodic stability of ca. 4 V vs. Li+/Li° [113,115].  
 
The above results all arise from using solvents optimized for conventional lithium salts. 
In paper VI we characterize novel electrolytes based on LiDCTA in nitrile based 
solvents for physico-chemical properties [116]. Hundreds of lithium salts have been 
tested over the past decades for application in LIBs, but only less than ten have finally 
been established [117]. Even though the many drawbacks of LiPF6, no other salt has 
succeeded in replacing it. For HT-LIBs no Li-salt at all has been established – yet. 
Possible strategies to enable HT-LIBs and to increase the thermal stability of the 
electrolyte without compromising other properties could be the combination of 
different salts/different solvents as well as to find the optimal concentration of each.  
 
3.1.2 Organic Solvents 
 
A solvent is needed to dissolve a substance (solute) and depending on the solute and 
solvent combination, the dissolution process can be more or less efficient. As a general 
rule of thumb, polar organic, i.e. carbon based, solvents are ideal to dissolve polar 
substances such as salts. The permittivity is used to classify the polarity of the solvent 
by its dielectric constant (ɛ) (ɛ > 15: polar) [118] and a high dielectric constant favours 
the salt dissolution process [119]. Cyclic carbonates such as EC have relatively high 
dielectric constants, commonly > 60 and a low volatility at RT due to their high boiling 
points, generally > 160°C, but their transport properties are rather limited due to their 
high viscosities > 2.5 mPa s (Table 5). Linear carbonates have lower dielectric 
constants of < 30, but have generally low viscosities of < 1 mPa s and excellent 
transport properties. As a result, a combination of a cyclic and a linear carbonate 
provides the basic properties needed for a well-functioning electrolyte. Indeed, most 
LIB electrolytes contain a mixture of EC or VC with linear carbonates [71] (Figure 7). 
The main drawbacks of organic solvent mixtures, containing cyclic and linear 
carbonates, are their low flash points (FP) (ca. 30°C) and long self-extinguishing times 
(> 6 s/g), making them flammable mixtures [120,121]. In terms of HT-LIBs, another 
disadvantage is the high volatility of the linear organic solvents, increasing the pressure 
inside the cell and explosion in the worst case scenario. To overcome these performance 
and safety limitations, research has more recently focussed on alternative solvents such 
as fluorinated carbonates, sulfones, nitriles, ILs and PILs. 
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Table 5: Important properties of common organic LIB electrolyte solvents [119,120,122–
130].  
Organic 
Solvent 
Tm  
[°C] 
Tb/d  
[°C] 
   
[mPa s] 
FP 
[°C] 
Flammable 
EC 36.4 248 89.8 1.9 (40°C) 160 no 
PC -48.8 242 64.9 2.5 132 no 
VC 20 162 127.0 - 73 no 
DMC 4.6 91 3.1 0.6 18 yes 
DEC -43.0 127 2.8 0.8 31 yes 
FEC 20 212 110 4.0 102 no 
ADN 2 295 30 6.1 163 no 
SL 28.5 287 43.3 10.3 (30°C) 151 no 
 
Fluorinated organic solvent mixtures derived from DEC, ethyl acetate, ethyl methyl 
carbonate, etc. have been investigated by Achiha et al. and showed both higher anodic 
stabilities and higher thermal stabilities as compared to their non-fluorinated analogues 
[131]. Furthermore, good SEI forming capabilities such as low film and charge transfer 
resistances were achieved when di-2,2,2-trifluoroethyl carbonate, methyl-2,2,2-
trifluoroethyl carbonate, etc. were part of the electrolyte, and they also showed good 
HT storage properties with only minimal capacity loss [132]. In paper IV FEC was 
investigated as part of an IL/organic solvent hybrid electrolyte (sub-chapter 3.2.2). 
 
 
Figure 7: Structures of common cyclic and linear organic solvents. 
 
Nitrile based solvents (as well as sulfones) have high oxidation stabilities and can be 
used as solvents for electrolytes with high voltage cathodes [125,133]. Adiponitrile 
(ADN) and sulfolane (SL) have been investigated as solvents and co-solvents of 
mixtures for nitrile based salts in paper VI. The investigated electrolytes are not viable 
for HT-LIBs due to their mass loss during isothermal TGA at 80°C. However, both 
ADN and SL can as co-solvents of EC increase the safety properties of the electrolyte 
by increasing the flash points and decreasing the heat generated upon cell failure 
[126,127]. The electrolytes tested in paper VI supported only moderate discharge 
capacities of 140 mAh/g for Li||LFP half-cells at 0.1 C and RT due to the high 
viscosities of > 14 mPa s. 
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3.1.3 Ionic Liquids (ILs) 
 
ILs are by definition salts which melt ≤ 100°C [134]. The temperature limit is not 
connected to any fundamental property and is thus a rather arbitrary choice [135]. When 
the melting point is below room temperature, the term "room temperature ionic liquids" 
(RTIL) is sometimes used – but herein we use IL for simplicity. The first known IL 
(ethanolammonium nitrate) was discovered in 1888 by Gabriel and Weiner [136], while 
the first RTIL (ethylammonium nitrate) was discovered in 1914 by Walden [137]. The 
number of known ILs has increased dramatically ever since, and the total number of 
potential ILs is estimated to be approximately one trillion (1018) [19,138]. The huge 
number of possible cation and anion combinations, and IL properties, have given ILs 
the denomination “designer solvents” [139,140]. Indeed, the application of ILs 
stretches from HT stable lubricants [141], over pharmaceutical ingredients [142], to 
energy applications [22,143], and biomass conversion [144]. 
 
 
Figure 8: Structures of cations and anions of some ILs. 
 
In general, ILs consist of large organic cations and inorganic anions both with a 
delocalized charge [21] (Figure 8). The exchange of a small monoatomic anion, e.g. Cl- 
in the IL 1-ethyl-3-methyl-imidazolium chloride (EMICl), to the molecular and larger 
tetrafluoroborate anion (BF4
-), or the even larger bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide 
anion (TFSI) decreases the melting point of the corresponding ILs from 89°C to 11°C 
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to -15°C, respectively [145]. An exchange of the cation results in yet larger melting 
point differences [22], while altering the functional groups of the cation can induce a 
change of as much as 70°C [146]. 
 
The aforementioned effects of changes in IL cation/anion molecular structure have a 
large effect also on the thermal stabilities. Dynamic TGA assessment of Pyr1x (x = 3- 
10) based ILs showed a decrease in Td with increasing alkyl chain length, as well as a 
reduction of time to ignition (Table 6) [147], observed also for imidazolium and 
piperidinium based ILs [148,149]. Furthermore, some imidazolium based ILs (e.g. 
EMITFSI) have been classified as the “thermally most stable” ILs among 66 
investigated ILs [148]. A strong influence of the thermal stability has the exchange of 
the counter-anion from TFSI to FSI, which leads to a reduction in Td of ca. 100°C 
(Table 7) as reported in paper II. The structural change can, however, be more subtle: 
shorter alkyl chains of the cation can lead to decreased viscosities and increased ionic 
conductivities [150].  
 
Table 6: Effect of the alkyl chain length on Td and time to ignition [147]. 
Ionic Liquid Td [°C] Time to ignition [s] 
Pyr13TFSI 
Pyr14TFSI 
387 
383 
350 
325 
Pyr16TFSI 380 288 
Pyr18TFSI 360 278 
Pyr110TFSI 342 260 
 
Many ILs have a long time to ignition and are therefore almost non-flammable and this, 
combined with very high FPs, makes them more suitable as electrolyte solvents for HT-
LIBs as compared to organic solvents (Table 7 vs. Table 5). However, their high 
viscosities are a major drawback as it impedes (ion) transport. 
 
Table 7: Properties of common ILs [122,133,151–157], [II,III].  
Ionic Liquid 
 
Tm  
[°C] 
Tb/d  
[°C] 
  
[mPa s] 
FP 
[°C] 
Flammable 
 
EMIFSI -16 201 22 > 300 no 
EMITFSI -18 302 40 > 300 no 
Pyr14TFSI -7 383 100 n/a no 
Pip14TFSI -10 334 256 n/a no 
 
 
3.1.4 Polymerized Ionic Liquids 
 
PILs basically consist of the same cations and/or anions as in ILs. Either the cation, the 
anion, or both are, however, interconnected resulting in a polymeric backbone. The first 
PIL-imidazolium based homopolymer was created in 1973 [158]. However, the first 
time the term PIL was used was decades later, in 1998, for imidazolium and 
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sulfonamide PILs [159]. These had very high ionic conductivities compared to 
conventional polymers, in the range of 10-4 to 10-7 S/cm, while certainly not high 
compared to ILs or organic solvent based systems. The main advantages of PILs in 
comparison to ILs are mechanical stability and processability. Their similarity to ILs 
allow them similar fields of application, such as catalysis, CO2 capture, electrochemical 
devices, etc. [160]. 
 
PILs are obtained from a polymerization of the IL monomer anion or cation creating 
covalent bonds from polymerizable groups such as vinyl, vinyl ether, (meth)acryloyl, 
etc. [24,161,162]. When only the anion or the cation is polymerizable, the covalently 
created polymer backbone can only consist of IL cations (polycation) or anions 
(polyanion), respectively. The mobility of the ions in the backbone is strongly reduced, 
thus the resulting PILs can be used to create single-ion conductors [163].  
 
 
Figure 9: Cationic IL monomers for PILs. 
 
Typical cationic PILs contain the imidazolium or pyrrolidinium cations (Figure 9) 
while many other polycationic PILs are possible. PILs are “designable”, just like ILs, 
by combining different cations and anions, changing the alkyl chain lengths, 
introducing a spacer, etc. [24,164]. Analogous to the ILs, the exchange of the anion in 
PILs can induce drastic changes in the properties; e.g. the change from PF6
- to TFSI in 
an imidazolium based PIL was shown to increase the ionic conductivity by two orders 
of magnitude [165]. 
 
The ionic conduction mechanism in PILs is dependent on the number of repeating units, 
or analogously, the molecular weight (MW) of the PIL. Fan et al. showed ammonium 
based PILs with ≥ 10 repeating units, to have a strong decoupling of the ionic 
conductivity/ion transport from the macroscopic viscosity and segmental relaxation 
[166]. The decoupling arises from increased MW, which restricts the movement of the 
tethered cation and lowers its transference number close to zero. Additionally, the 
increased MW imposes space restriction for the polymer chains. This decoupling of 
ionic conduction from the structural dynamics was also seen for xVITFSI based PIL 
resulting in a “super-ionic” behaviour [167] (Figure 10). Three possible transport/ 
hopping mechanism for anions in polycationic BVI-PF6 PIL were suggested: 
intramolecular hopping along the PIL backbone, intermolecular hopping between two 
different chains, and anion hopping from the PIL backbone to “free”. Molecular 
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dynamics simulations have shown that intramolecular hopping along the PIL backbone 
is the dominant mechanism, where a PF6
- anion is associated to four monomers 
belonging to two different polymer chains. Upon increasing temperature, “free” anions 
become more likely [168]. The thermal stabilities of PILs is in general high, however, 
dependent on the ions contained. Nakajima et al. reported thermal stabilities of ca. 
400°C for imidazolium based PILs, while Zhang et al. reported thermal stabilities of 
> 250°C for ammonium based PILs [169,170].  
 
3.2 Electrolytes 
 
3.2.1 IL Based Electrolytes 
 
One of the many reasons why ILs have been considered for LIB electrolytes is their 
high intrinsic ionic conductivities. Ionic conductivities exceeding  
0.1 mS/cm at RT are often requested for LIBs [171], and typically ILs have 
conductivities between 0.1 and 20 mS/cm at RT [172]. However, neat ILs are not 
sufficient as electrolytes; a lithium salt is necessary to ensure Li+ transport between the 
electrodes. The addition of a lithium salt to an IL matrix, however, increases the ion-
ion association, as e.g. probed by ab initio calculations for an imidazolium ILel and the 
decrease of interaction energies when comparing EMI-FSI to Li-FSI (-79 to  
-143 kcal/mol) as well as by the viscosity increase from 17 to 21 mPa s at 30°C [173]. 
Furthermore, association of ions can effectively form neutral ion-pairs that do not 
contribute to the ionic conductivity. The concept of ionicity, both for pure ILs as well 
as electrolytes, describes the contribution of ions participating in conduction processes 
with respect of the total amount of ions present [174]. In general, the dependence of 
molar conductivities, , and viscosities, , of ILs can be described by the fractional 
Walden rule (2), where the exponent  corrects for differences in the activation energy 
of the molar conductivity and the viscosity [175].  
 
  Λ 𝜂𝛼 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡.   (0 <  ≤ 1)  (2) 
 
A Walden plot, log  vs. -1, can be used to qualitatively describe the ionicity in ILs 
and ILel (Figure 10). The closer the ILs or electrolytes are to the reference (0.01 M 
KCl(aq)) the larger the ionicity. ILs and ILel far below the reference line are classified as 
“poor ILs”, those in close proximity to the line as “good ILs”, and the very few found 
above the line are “super ILs” [176]. These “super ILs” have higher ionic conductivities 
than what their viscosities would suggest, usually containing small, low charged ions 
which “escape the full viscous drag of the surrounding medium” [176] as seen for some 
PILs (Figure 10). The ion-ion association is considerable in “poor ILel” as seen by an 
increase in viscosity by Li-salt addition such as for a piperidinium/guanidinium based 
ILs (110 mPa s) and its 0.5 M LiTFSI ILel (190 mPa s) resulting in low ionic 
conductivities (1.5 vs. 0.7 mS/cm) and a discharge capacity of only 100 mAh/g at 0.1 C 
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for Li||LFP half-cells [177]. A low ionic conductivity (0.16 mS/cm) and high viscosity 
(40 mPa s) was seen for tetramethylguanidinium 4-fluorophenolate (TMG4FPhO) 
based ILs [178] (Figure 10). 
 
 
Figure 10: Walden plot with IL classification. 
 
The Li+ transference number, tLi+, the ratio of the Li
+ diffusion coefficient to the 
diffusion coefficient of all participating ions, should for a LIB electrolyte ideally 
approach unity [171]. The ion-ion association and the restricted Li+ conductivity in 
“poor ILs” can lead to tLi+ as low as 0.1 [179]. Furthermore, the proposed Li+ transport 
mechanism occurs to be ineffective due to being vehicular by ca. 30%, Li+ migrates 
together with its solvation shell (anions), and the remainder 70% by exchange 
mechanisms, similar to jumping or Grotthuss transport [180]. The implications are that 
bulky IL cations can have ten times as high mobilities as compared to the more 
associated Li+ [181].  
 
As mentioned for LIBs in general, a passivation layer or an SEI, often partly formed by 
the electrolyte, is needed to ensure good cycling stability [45]. For conventional organic 
solvent based electrolytes the reactions are complex between organic solvents, Li+ and 
the graphite anode, but how is it for ILel? Yamagata et al. have proposed a double-layer 
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structure being formed on the surface of different carbon electrodes in EMIFSI and 
EMITFSI based electrolytes [182], while Xiong et al. argue for the existence of a SEI 
on lithium electrodes in a N-butyl-N-methyl pyrrolidinium (Pyr14)TFSI based 
electrolyte [183]. An important question for HT-LIB application is thus SEI/double-
layer stability at HT. 
 
The most common ILs for battery electrolytes contain imidazolium (XMI) or 
pyrrolidinium (Pyrxy) based cations [98,184] and the TFSI, FSI or BF4
- anions [185–
187]. Usually a lithium salt with the same anion as in the IL is added to the IL matrix 
[98,188], but a recent trend is to add a lithium salt with a different anion [67–70, II]. 
Novel anions have also been used e.g. the (fluorosulfonyl) (trifluoromethanesulfonyl) 
imide (FTFSI) (Figure 8), which in Pyr14FTFSI exhibits no corrosion of Al current 
collectors up to 5 V vs. Li+/Li° [193]. Furthermore, LiFTFSI based ILel have wide ESW 
of 5.7 V [194] and showed a discharge capacity of 160 mAh/g of Li||LTO half-cells and 
an energy density of 131 Wh/kg for a LTO||LFP full-cell with coulombic efficiencies 
> 99%, both at 0.1 C [195].  
 
Despite the aforementioned problems of ILs having high viscosities and low tLi+, ILel 
show large promises, which in terms of capacity, rate capability and long-term cycle 
stability can lead to HT-LIB performance similar to or even surpass conventional LIB 
organic electrolytes [98,192]. In paper III, we showed a SnO2 based electrode with a 
Pip14TFSI ILel at 80°C to perform as well as with an organic solvent based electrolyte 
at RT. Indeed, a phosphonium ILel was tested in a Li||LiCoO2 battery even at 100°C, 
but the electrochemical performance was, however, rather moderate [196].  
 
3.2.2 Hybrid Electrolytes 
 
IL/organic solvent hybrid electrolytes evolved from the idea to tackle the drawbacks of 
one solvent type by the advantages of the other, e.g. the high viscosity of ILs by use of 
organic solvents and the safety issues such as low FP and flammability of organic 
solvents by use of ILs. Altogether, a higher safety, increased reliability, and improved 
performance was foreseen to be achievable by this strategy [197]. 
 
For example, the physico-chemical investigations of the hybrid electrolyte 0.3 M 
LiTFSI in Pyr14TFSI/PC showed a clear effect of the Pyr14TFSI/PC ratio on the 
viscosities and ionic conductivities [122]. The electrolyte with 20 wt% PC and 80 wt% 
Pyr14TFSI had a 70% lower viscosity than the pure ILel, while at the same time the ionic 
conductivity increased from ca. 20 mS/cm to ca. 60 mS/cm. Guerfi et al. showed 
similar effects for electrolytes of 1 M LiPF6 in different ratios of 
EMITFSI/EC:DEC:VC [198]. The viscosity increased with IL content, while the ionic 
conductivity had a maximum at 60% of IL. The maximum in conductivity can be 
understood by considering a preferred solvation of the Li+ cations by the organic 
solvents. Starting from 0% IL, the increase in IL content increases the amount of charge 
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carriers and up to 60% of IL, the Li+ is still solvated by organic solvent molecules. For 
electrolytes with higher IL contents the amount of organic solvent molecules is not 
sufficient to solvate all Li+, which then start to be solvated by TFSI. The solvation of 
Li+ by TFSI reduces the amount of charge carriers and the ionic conductivity decreases. 
Preferred coordination was also seen for Li+ by EC and DMC in Pyr14TFSI/EC:DMC 
based electrolytes, which lead to enhanced low temperature conductivities [199]. Not 
only EC, but also other organic solvents such as tetrahydrofuran (THF) [200] can be 
preferentially coordinated by Li+ as compared to ILs. 
 
The influence on the transport properties is not the only effect; there is a drawback in 
terms of thermal stability and safety properties upon adding organic solvents. However, 
if the concentration of organic solvent is limited to ca. 20 wt%, also the hybrid 
electrolytes stay non-flammable, e.g. 20 wt% of PC in a Pyr14TFSI based electrolyte 
results in a non-flammable electrolyte, while ≥ 40 wt% results in flammable 
electrolytes [122]. This effect arises, again, from a preferential coordination of Li+ by 
organic solvent molecules, which do not contribute to the flammability of the 
electrolyte as long as they are coordinated to Li+. However, when the number of organic 
solvent molecules exceeds the Li+ coordination number, the amount of “free” organic 
solvent molecules increases and induce the flammability to the electrolyte. 
Furthermore, the salt concentration is important: LiPF6 based electrolytes with 60 wt% 
of EMITFSI and 40 wt% EC:DEC turned non-flammable when ≥ 1 M LiPF6 was used 
[201]. For lower Li-salt concentrations there are always “free” organic solvent 
molecules in the electrolyte, while by increasing the amount of Li+ by adding Li-salt all 
the “free” organic solvent molecules eventually become coordinated and the electrolyte 
becomes non-flammable. 
 
Hybrid electrolytes, such as the previously mentioned 0.3 M LiTFSI in different ratios 
of Pyr14TFSI/PC were cycled at 5 C and 60°C in Li||LFP half-cells. All the electrolytes 
showed similar 1st discharge capacities of ca. 130 mAh/g, but a high capacity retention 
(91%) after 500 cycles was only obtained for the electrolyte with high IL content (80% 
IL) [122]. In paper IV, we investigated pure Pyr13TFSI based as well as hybrid 
electrolytes with a low concentration (5-7 wt%) of different organic solvents added for 
HT-LIBs operating at 80°C. The performance of the Li||LFP half-cells improved for the 
hybrid electrolytes, especially at high C-rates. At 4 C-rate, a low concentration of FEC 
(6.6 wt%) improved the discharge capacities from 120 mAh/g to ca. 150 mAh/g and 
300 stable cycles with high coulombic efficiencies (%) were performed. If we want to 
compare our Pyr13TFSI/PC based electrolyte to the above mentioned Pyr14TFSI/PC 
based electrolyte to elucidate any effects of the different alkyl chain lengths on the 
physico-chemical and electrochemical properties, the wt% differences for PC/IL and 
the LiTFSI concentrations (0.3 vs. 0.9 M) are unfortunately too large. Nonetheless, the 
impact of the constituent-concentrations as well as the temperature (60 vs. 80°C) on the 
electrochemical performance is seen by comparing discharge capacities of Li||LFP half-
cells at 3 C for the two systems: 145 mAh/g vs. 160 mAh/g, respectively [122,202]. 
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3.2.3 PIL Based Electrolytes 
 
PIL based electrolytes (PILel) unite the advantages of IL and polymer based 
electrolytes: They can be thermally and mechanically stable and safer than organic 
based electrolytes [162]. Their ionic conductivities can be high; for both Li-salt/PIL 
electrolytes: 10-3 mS/cm [25], but especially for Li-salt/IL/PIL ternary electrolytes:  
10-2 mS/cm [203]. 
 
Starting from IL monomers such as N-vinyl-3-ethyl-imidazolium TFSI (EVITFSI), the 
high ionic conductivity of the “monomeric” IL, 1 mS/cm at RT, is significantly 
lowered, 10-3 mS/cm at RT, when the cations or anions are polymerized to create the 
PIL [204]. In contrast to ILs, the ionic conductivity of a PIL increases when a Li-salt is 
added, 10-2 mS/cm, due to an increase in charge carriers [203]. This effect, however, is 
sustained only for a limited amount of lithium salt, e.g. as addition of 50 mol% of 
LiTFSI to imidazolium and piperidinium based PILs resulted in decreased ionic 
conductivities from 1.4⸱10-1 to 2.8⸱10-2 mS/cm and from 6.2⸱10-3 to 2.6⸱10-3 mS/cm, 
respectively [164]. Another possibility to increase the ionic conductivity is to tether the 
polymerized ion by a hydrocarbon chain such as the imidazolium cation of polymerized 
EVITFSI tethered by a dodecamethylene (-CH2-)12 chain, resulting in 10
-4 to  
10-1 mS/cm, however, the addition of lithium salt thereafter only slightly increased the 
ionic conductivities [204].  
 
The importance of the Li+ coordination and transport mechanism for ILel has been 
discussed in sub-chapter 3.2.1, but how does the Li+ transport work in PILel? Very 
recently, studies on xVITFSI based PILel have shown that Li
+ transport results from a 
combined mechanism by segmental motion of the polymer backbone, the charge carrier 
density, as well as the nanostructure of the PILel e.g. the backbone-backbone correlation 
distance [167]. Another study argues the local Li+ dynamics in LiTFSI/ 
poly(diallyldimethylammonium) (PDDA) TFSI/Pyr14TFSI ternary electrolytes at 50°C 
to be governed by only one mode of motion, where the Li+ is interacting with its 
solvation shell of TFSI anions [205]. The Li+ diffusion decreases from 1.2⸱10-11 m2/s 
to 2⸱10-12 m2/s when the PIL polymer content increases from 5 to 45 mol%, due to the 
increased viscosity with increased polymer content. At the same time, the activation 
energies for the local Li+ motion decreased from 20 to 15 kJ/mol by a beneficial effect 
of the cationic polymer interacting with the coordination shell of Li+, however, the 
motion of the ions on the long range scale is immobilised with increased polymer 
content.  
 
The thermal stabilities of ternary PILel have been shown to be in the same range as their 
constituents [206]. Appetecchi et al. studied the LiTFSI/Pyr14TFSI/PDDATFSI system 
and its constituents and found them to be stable up to ca. 350°C [206], but the neat PIL 
have by others [25] been reported to be stable up to 400-500°C, thus a decreased 
thermal stability when Li-salt is present. The structural dependency of both ILs and 
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PILs on the thermal stability is also true for PILel. In paper V we find the exchange of 
TFSI for FSI for the IL and PIL in LiTFSI/Pyr14TFSI/PDDATFSI to decrease the 
thermal stability by 100°C. 
 
From a HT-LIB point of view, ternary LiTFSI/Pyr14TFSI/PDDATFSI PILel have been 
cycled in Li||LFP half-cells at 40°C and different C-rates [206]. Only at very low C-
rates of 0.05 C, however, reasonable discharge capacities (148 mAh/g) were achieved, 
while already at 0.5 C they drop to 51 mAh/g [206]. In V we investigated similar PILel 
and half-cells, but with different ratios of Li-salt/IL/PIL and we achieved ca. 
140 mAh/g at 0.5 C for 100 cycles at 80°C. Very recently, LiTFSI/EMITFSI/ 
PDDATFSI ternary PILel with high IL content (80%) were shown to have higher 
discharge capacities at different C-rates than the Li-salt/IL analogues [207]. The 
improved electrochemical performance of the PILel was due to the increased ESW (5.0 
vs. 3.9 V), lower interfacial resistance (160 vs. 330 Ω) and the higher tLi+ (0.4 vs. 0.3) 
as compared to the ILel. At RT and a 0.5 C-rate the PILel showed a discharge capacity 
of 154 mAh/g, 27 mAh/g higher than for the ILel.  
 
The physico-chemical properties of the here presented pure, hybrid and polymerized 
ionic liquid based electrolytes are all very promising for HT-LIB application, due to 
high thermal stabilities, good to very good ionic conductivities, and the obtained 
discharge capacities. However, there is still room for improvement, especially in terms 
of electrochemical performance at higher C-rates. 
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4 Experimental Techniques 
 
A detailed characterization of both the constituents themselves and the resulting 
electrolytes is of utmost importance to understand the origins of their properties. In the 
following the main applied techniques, their purposes here, and the underlying theories 
and methods of data analysis are introduced. 
 
4.1 Thermal Analysis Methods 
4.1.1 Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
 
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a common thermal characterization 
technique for all kinds of condensed phase materials where a qualitative and/or 
quantitative determination of any possible phase transitions is crucial. In ILs and PILs 
and for battery electrolytes in general, crystallization and glass transitions can limit the 
temperature application range, both for storage and operation. 
 
DSC measures the heat flow of a sample compared to the heat flow of a known 
reference and the difference is monitored [208]. Two kinds of DSC exist; "Heat Flux" 
and "Power Compensated" [208]. The former, used here, is described in a schematic 
illustration of the DSC measurement chamber (Figure 11). In brief, a furnace is heated 
or cooled with a constant rate exposing two crucibles, one with sample and one 
reference, to the same heat flow. The temperature difference between the crucibles is 
recorded. Upon an endothermic phase transition, e.g. melting, the sample absorbs 
energy, which is observed as a feature in the DSC trace (Figure 12).  
 
 
 
Figure 11: Schematic illustration of the DSC measurement chamber. 
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The DSC trace in Figure 12 is typical of an ILel; flat until a glass transition (glass  
liquid) occurs, for this particular electrolyte at ca. -86°C, , followed by an exothermal 
cold crystallization (liquid  solid) at -38°C, . Thereafter the solid directly melts, 
visible as a endothermic peak at -22°C, . To determine the features accurately, the 
on-set, the mid-point/inflection point, and the off-set temperatures, can all be used for 
the glass transition, while most often the peak maximum is used for defining 
crystallization and melting temperatures. In paper I – III, V and VI, we used (when 
present) the on-set temperature to determine the melting point and the inflection point 
to determine the glass transition, to accurately determine the Tg and the Tm. 
 
 
Figure 12: Typical DSC heating trace of an ILel. 
 
4.1.2 Thermogravimetric Analysis 
 
In thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) a sample is heated while monitoring the mass 
change as a function of temperature and/or time. The main components of a TGA 
instrument are a heater, a temperature sensor, and a microbalance (Figure 13A). In 
general, TGA is performed to determine decomposition temperatures (Td) or 
temperatures at which other mass loss processes, such as evaporation or sublimation, 
take place. Furthermore, decomposition without a change in sample mass is possible, 
and therefore undetectable via TGA, why other techniques, e.g. DSC, may provide 
complementary information. An inert purge gas (N2 or Ar) is normally chosen to avoid 
oxidation and to not reduce the material’s intrinsic decomposition temperature. The 
main functionality of the purge gas, however, is to remove reaction products, which 
otherwise may react further. 
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The choice of TGA crucible can also affect the results – usually aluminium crucibles 
are favoured, due to good thermal conductivity and low price. For temperatures above 
600°C, however, crucibles of alumina or platinum are used. 
 
The two most often used heating procedures are dynamic TGA, where the heating rate 
is constant, and isothermal TGA, where the sample is kept at a constant temperature 
for a certain time. Td is mainly determined by dynamic TGA, while long-term stabilities 
and/or adsorption processes require isothermal TGA. Both methods were applied in 
paper I - VI for Li-salts, neat ILs, nitrile based solvents and electrolytes thereof, as 
well as for PILel.  
 
 
Figure 13: TGA coupled with FT-IR spectrometer. 
 
A typical dynamic TGA heating trace displays the mass loss in % (Figure 14) as a 
function of temperature with process temperatures often defined by 1 or 5% mass loss 
(T1% and T5%). An alternative is the extrapolated on-set temperature (Tonset) by using 
the intersection of the extrapolated baseline of 0% mass loss and the extrapolated 
tangent of the inflection point (Figure 14). Tonset is the temperature at which a reaction 
occurs spontaneously. The three temperatures are often used to determine the stabilities 
of samples, but to improve the reproducibility for samples without distinct 
decomposition processes it is recommended to use a reacted fraction (), e.g.  = 
0.05% of the complete mass loss [209]. At the end of the heating curve, the off-set 
temperature (Toffset) – determined analogously to Tonset – can evaluate the completeness 
of a process (not shown). When the nature of the decomposition products is of 
importance, a set-up with a TGA coupled to a spectrometer, most often mass (MS) or 
Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR), can provide additional information. 
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Figure 14: TGA data analysis by different methods. 
 
The advantage of a TGA-FT-IR set-up is the possibility to identify decomposition 
products in real time and increase the understanding of the decomposition processes. 
The purge gas of the TGA carries the evolved decomposition products via a heated hose 
to the FT-IR spectrometer (Figure 13A and B), which continuously records spectra. A 
predefined number of these spectra are directly averaged to improve the signal to noise 
ratio of the resulting spectra – at the cost of decreased time-resolution. As the 
decomposition products are transferred from the TGA furnace to the FT-IR cell, there 
is also an inherent lag time (often minutes) – to be corrected for before correlating the 
FT-IR spectra features to the mass loss process(es). We made use of a TGA-FT-IR set-
up in paper I and VI to elucidate (differences in) the gaseous decomposition products.  
 
4.2 Dielectric Spectroscopy 
 
Dielectric or impedance spectroscopy measures the frequency dependent impedance 
Z*() of a sample, which relates to its dielectric properties. These are determined by 
exposing the sample to an alternating electric field and measuring its current and phase 
response.  
 
The presence of an electric field generates different polarization effects; free charges 
are displaced in and against the direction of the electric field (atomic or ionic 
polarization), while dipoles orient themselves with the positive and negative pole in 
respective direction (dipolar polarization). For alternating electric fields, the response 
of a material is dependent on the applied frequency: both effects are present at low 
frequencies, while the orientational polarization disappears as a result of inertia when 
the frequency is increased to approximately 1010 Hz. At 1013 Hz the alternating electric 
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field switches too fast for the atomic polarization to react, and finally at 1016 Hz not 
even the electronic polarization, where the electron cloud shifts with respect to the 
atomic core, is displaced anymore [210] (Figure 15). Thus, different effects can be 
targeted as a function of frequency; for ILel the ionic conductivity is the property of 
interest where all ions participate: Li+, the IL cation, the IL anion, and the anion of the 
lithium salt. Furthermore, Li+ can be coordinated to the anions and migrate as part of 
different larger complexes and aggregates, why the main part of the conductivity does 
not necessarily arise from Li+ species [211]. 
 
A schematic of the cell used (Figure 16) shows: two electrodes placed in a brass casing, 
where Teflon® acts as an insulator and defines the volume of the sample. The physics 
behind this technique is that an oscillating potential difference between two electrodes 
(eq. 3), with  as the angular frequency  = 2f, leads to an alternating direction of the 
electric field. The resulting polarization effects can be measured as the alternating 
current response (eq. 4). The phase difference,  between the applied voltage and the 
measured current is due to the time needed for polarization effects to get oriented.  
 
    𝑈∗(𝑡) =  𝑈0 exp (𝑖𝜔𝑡)   (3) 
 
    𝐼∗(𝑡) =  𝐼0 exp( 𝑖𝜔𝑡 +  𝜑)   (4) 
 
 
The ratio between the complex parts of the applied voltage and measured current (eq. 5) 
gives the impedance Z*(), from which the permittivity of the electrolyte, (), (eq. 6) 
and () (eq. 7) are extracted. In this work, paper II – VI, frequencies between 10-1 
and 107 Hz were routinely applied to extract the ionic conductivity.  
 
 
 𝑍∗(𝜔) =  
𝑈∗(𝜔)
𝐼∗(𝜔)
    (5) 
 
 𝜀(𝜔) =  
1
𝑖𝜔𝐶0𝑍(𝜔)
 ;(C0, empty cell capacity) (6) 
 
  𝜎(𝜔) =  𝑖𝜔𝜀0𝜀(𝜔) ;(0, vacuum permittivity) (7) 
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Figure 15: Physical origins of sample responses to electric field. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16: Dielectric spectroscopy measurement cell set-up. 
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4.3 Vibrational Spectroscopy 
 
Vibrational spectroscopy comprises the interaction of electromagnetic waves with 
matter. Depending on the molecules, their symmetry and the atoms involved, only 
certain frequencies of electromagnetic waves induce vibrational modes. Every 
molecule consists of a certain number of atoms, which determine the degree of freedom 
of the molecule. In Cartesian coordinates, every atom (N) in the molecule can move in 
three directions (3N), but there are three combinations that describe the movement of 
the whole molecule (translations) and additionally three where it rotates as a whole 
(rotations), which leaves a total of 3N-6 vibrational degrees of freedom. For a linear 
molecule two of the rotations are identical, which results in 3N-5 vibrations. All 
vibrations contain changes of interatomic lengths and/or angles with characteristic 
frequencies. Even if a correct treatment demands quantum mechanics to be applied, a 
classic simple spring model can very well be used to visualize the factors determining 
the different frequencies [212]: an atom is bound to a large mass by a weightless spring 
with a characteristic force constant, f. A force F has to be applied to move the atom a 
distance x out of its equilibrium position x0. This force is in opposite direction to the 
force holding the atom in its position. The resulting equation is known as Hooke’s law 
(eq. 8).  
 
    𝐹 = – 𝑓𝑥     (8) 
   
Newton’s second law describes the relation of force, mass, and acceleration: 
 
    𝐹 = 𝑚
𝑑2𝑥
𝑑𝑡2
     (9) 
 
Equating these two formulas gives: 
 
    𝑚
𝑑2𝑥
𝑑𝑡2
= – 𝑓𝑥     (10) 
 
The following equation is the solution to (eq. 10) and describes a harmonic oscillator: 
 
    𝑥 =  𝑥0 cos(2𝜋𝜈𝑡 + 𝜑)   (11) 
 
Combining the equations above and solving for the frequency  gives: 
 
 𝜈 =  
1
2𝜋
√
𝑓
𝑚
     (12) 
 
Equation (12) determines the frequency with which a mass is vibrating when connected 
to a very large mass by an elastic spring. Thus the force constant (i.e. bond strength) 
and the mass (atom number incl. isotope) determine the vibration frequency – the 
stronger the atoms are attracted to each other and the lighter they are the higher the 
vibration frequency. 
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4.3.1 IR Spectroscopy 
 
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy uses mid- and far-infrared light with wavelengths from 2.5 
to 1000 m to analyse matter [212]. A sample is exposed to a continuous infrared 
spectrum with the intensity I0. Depending on the bonds and atoms and the 
concentration, vibrational states are excited by photons (Figure 17). These photons are 
absorbed by the material and lead to absorption bands in the resulting spectrum. In an 
IR spectrum the transmittance, T, spectrum is provided (I/I0) (eq. 13) as a function of 
wavenumber ?̅?, where the wavenumber is the inverse wavelength. 
 
    𝑇 =
𝐼(?̅?)
𝐼0(?̅?)
     (13) 
 
The absorption, A, is proportional to the sample thickness or light path of the light beam, 
l, the molar absorptivity, , and the concentration of the absorbing species, c (eq. 14). 
This makes IR spectroscopy not only a qualitative, but also a quantitative tool. For a 
vibration to be IR active it must change the molecular dipole moment, , why diatomic 
molecules like O2 and N2 are not detectable by IR spectroscopy.  
 
    𝐴 = 𝑙 𝜀 𝑐     (14) 
 
 
 
Figure 17: Absorption of photons by the transition of vibrational states. 
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4.3.2 Raman Spectroscopy 
 
The Raman effect is due to the change of energy of a photon when a monochromatic 
laser beam irradiates matter [213]. A vibrational state is temporarily raised to a “virtual 
state”, energetically situated between the highest vibrational and the next highest 
electronic state. This transition is not quantized and the resulting emitted photon has 
either a lower energy (Stokes scattering), higher energy (anti-Stokes scattering) or the 
same energy (Rayleigh scattering) as the incident photon (Figure 18). At room 
temperature, the molecule is usually in its ground state and hence its vibrations (0). 
Accordingly, the probability of detecting Stokes transitions are higher than anti-Stokes 
– resulting in higher intensities and a better signal to noise ratio why usually only the 
Stokes part of the Raman spectra is considered.  
 
As for IR, Raman spectroscopy is qualitative and quantitative as the intensities of 
vibrations are proportional to the density of scattering molecules. An example of a 
section of a Raman spectrum together with its fitted bands and their vibrational origins 
are shown in Figure 19. The same molecule can give rise to a band at a shifted 
wavenumber when in a different local surrounding, as e.g. bond strengths can be 
changed. 
 
For a vibration to be Raman active it must change the polarisability of the molecule, 
why homo diatomic molecules are Raman active and detectable (in contrast to IR). As 
a rule of thumb, symmetric molecules are Raman active, while asymmetric molecules 
are IR active, why Raman and IR spectroscopy (often) are considered as highly 
complementary methods. 
 
 
Figure 18: Vibrational transitions during spectroscopic measurements. 
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Figure 19: Raman spectrum of Li0.2EMI0.8TFSI with band assignments. 
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4.4 Electrochemical Techniques 
 
Electrochemical techniques are invaluable to test electrolytes for their viability in HT-
LIBs and batteries in general. The width of the ESW and the quality of the SEI are 
common properties of/associated with the electrolyte, but also rate capability and 
capacity retention as a property of the electrode material can be limited by the 
electrolyte. All these properties can be investigated by electrochemical techniques. 
 
4.4.1 Linear Sweep Voltammetry 
 
Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) is used to determine the ESW of the electrolyte [214] 
– an important property that gives a first hint of viable electrolyte-electrode 
combinations and working ranges [215]. Experimentally, a separator is soaked with 
electrolyte (for liquid electrolytes) and placed between two electrodes, usually in a 
“coin” or "Swagelok" type electrochemical cell (Figure 20A). For characterizing LIB 
electrolytes, lithium is most often used as reference (RE) and counter electrode (CE), 
while the working electrode (WE) is usually made of stainless steel, platinum, or gold 
[214]. Starting from the open circuit voltage (OCV), where no net current flows, the 
potential vs. Li+/Li° is increased at a constant sweep rate, e.g. 0.5 mV/s. The measured 
current increases with the appearance of oxidative processes. Often, a cut-off current 
density of 0.1 mA/cm2 is used to determine the starting point of electrolyte degradation. 
Separate runs using separate cells are made for the oxidative stability and the reductive 
stability. A typical LSV curve, a voltammograms, for one of the electrolytes from 
paper II is shown in Figure 20B, with an ESW of ca. 5 V. 
 
 
 
Figure 20: Electrochemical test cell and a typical voltammogram. 
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4.4.2 Impedance Spectroscopy 
 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a powerful tool to investigate 
electrode/electrolyte interfaces such as the evolution of the SEI. Similar to dielectric 
spectroscopy (sub-chapter 4.2), also here, a sinusoidal potential is applied (eq. 3) and a 
sinusoidal phase shifted current response (eq. 4) monitored. The complex impedance is 
received from the ratio of potential and current (eq. 5). Analysing the impedance data 
is far from trivial and often equivalent circuits of components such as resistors and 
capacitors are used to match the response from the system [216]. These components are 
to represent plausible physical processes of the system such as charge transfer, double 
layer formation, etc. Figure 21A shows the equivalent circuit for a Li|electrolyte|Li 
symmetrical cell used in paper V to determine the interfacial resistance between Li and 
PILel. A diagram typically used to characterize the impedance of the investigated 
system are called Nyquist or Argand plots [216] (Figure 21B). The negative imaginary 
part of the impedance is plotted vs. its real part. Every point in this plot is derived from 
one frequency. Figure 21B shows the Nyquist plot for one of the PILel investigated in 
paper V where frequencies in the range of 0.1 Hz to 200 kHz were applied.  
 
The end of the semicircle at lower ZRe (higher frequencies) determines the resistance 
of the electrolyte, while the end of the semicircle at higher ZRe (lower frequencies) gives 
the sum of resistances of electrolyte and SEI [217]. Hence, the resistance of the SEI is 
the diameter of the semicircle. Most often no perfect semicircles are received, why 
programs such as Boukamp are used to extrapolate the semicircle and derive reliable 
resistances [218,219]. 
 
 
 
Figure 21: Equivalent circuit (A) and corresponding Nyquist plot of a PILel (B). 
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4.4.3 Chronopotentiometry 
 
Chronopotentiometry is an electrochemical technique used to analyse electrode 
materials in battery cells and half-cells providing information on their rate capability, 
capacity retention, and viabilities for different electrolytes. The technique applies a 
controlled, most often constant, galvanostatic, current between the WE and CE and 
monitors the cell voltage between WE and RE [220]. In a two electrode setup, the same 
physical electrode functions as both RE and CE.  
 
In cyclic chronopotentiometry the sign of the current (pos./neg.) is alternated to dis-
/charge battery cells. Cut-off voltages set the dis-/charge limits, while currents 
determine the duration to dis-/charge a cell. Both settings depend on the electrode 
material, but can be limited by the transport properties and the electrochemical stability 
of the electrolyte. Often the applied constant current is expressed as a multiple of the 
theoretical specific capacity; the C-rate [29], where 1 C and 0.1 C is a current of 170 
mA/g and 17 mA/g of active mass of LFP electrode material, respectively. In paper V 
and VI, C-rates between 0.1 C and 2 C were applied to characterize the rate capability 
of LFP electrodes using different PILel and nitrile based electrolytes (Figure 22). 
 
 
 
Figure 22: Rate capabilities of an LFP electrode using a PILel [V]. 
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5 Summary of Appended Papers 
 
5.1 Paper I 
 
Thermal stability and decomposition of lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide 
(LiFSI) salts 
 
Three commercial LiFSI salts were compared in terms of their thermal stabilities and 
phase transitions to assure a high and uniform quality of this relatively new Li-salt. 
Additionally, we performed a combined Raman and IR vibrational spectroscopy 
analysis in order to find any molecular level differences, if possible. Indeed, Raman 
spectroscopy uncovered an impurity (LiClO4) in one of the salts, likely a left-over from 
the synthesis process. This impurity was likely also the cause for the additional 
decomposition feature observed in the TGA data (Figure 23, trace B). However, the 
impurity did not affect the battery cycling with LFP electrodes during the first 50 
cycles. While we did not observe any effect on the battery cycling performance, the 
thermal data illustrates a decreased stability due to the impurity and demands a more 
extended battery cycling to elucidate a possible effect on long-term cycling. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 23: Dynamic TGA results and Raman spectra of three LiFSI salts. 
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5.2 Paper II 
 
Ionic liquid based lithium battery electrolytes: Fundamental benefits of 
utilizing both TFSI and FSI anions? 
 
The viability of ILel for HT-LIB application with a special focus on a synergetic effect 
of having two anions present in the electrolyte were investigated by characterizing the 
fundamental properties of ILel. All of the analysed electrolytes had wide liquid ranges 
and were thermally stable above 160°C and even exhibited long-term stabilities over 
10 hours at 100°C (Figure 24). The ionic conductivities were acceptable at RT and 
further increased with temperature; showing excellent ionic conductivities at 90°C, 
together with the high-thermal stability suggesting their application in HT-LIBs. The 
LiTFSI0.2EMIFSI0.8 electrolyte where two anions are present was especially promising, 
outperforming the other electrolytes in terms of thermal stability and ionic conductivity. 
The ESW of the ILel was  4 V and increased with TFSI content (Figure 24), enabling 
the ILel to work with the most common electrode materials, while the ILel with high 
TFSI content possibly work with high-voltage cathodes. 
 
A detailed Raman analysis showed Li+ solvation numbers of ca. 2 for all the 
electrolytes, while the solvation numbers for the FSI based electrolyte were somewhat 
larger. No distinct anion coordination preference for Li+ was to be concluded, as the 
data were ambiguous. Possibly LiTFSI0.2EMIFSI0.8 indicates a synergetic effect of 
mixed anion ILel demanding for research on other anion combinations in different 
cation based ILel. 
 
 
 
Figure 24: Thermal stability of an IL, an electrolyte, and ESWs of all electrolytes. 
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5.3 Paper III 
 
Elevated temperature lithium-ion batteries containing SnO2 electrodes and 
LiTFSI-Pip14TFSI ionic liquid electrolyte 
 
A 0.5 M LiTFSI in Pip14TFSI ILel was studied in terms of physical properties and 
electrochemical performance with a SnO2 based electrode for suitability for HT-LIBs 
with increased energy densities. The electrolyte had a wide liquid range with a Tg of  
-68°C and a thermal stability of 339°C. Its “long-term” thermal stability was approved 
at 125°C where it was kept for 10 hours and showed no mass loss (Figure 25), enabling 
its storage and usage at HT. The electrolyte had a relatively low ionic conductivity at 
RT and just surpassed 1 mS/cm at 40°C (Figure 25), however, it further increased with 
temperature making it not only stable at HT, but suggesting its preferential application 
temperature in LIBs to be at HT. The cycle performance of SnO2 based electrodes with 
the ILel at 80°C was on par with the commercial LP40 electrolyte at RT. For the first 
15 to 20 cycles, however, the ILel showed larger irreversible capacity losses which 
could be connected to the reduction of the ILel, leading to an increased thickness of the 
SEI of ≥ 10 nm, leaving room for improved SEI by e.g. addition of other salts or 
solvents.  
 
 
Figure 25: Long-term thermal stability and ionic conductivities of Pip14TFSI and its 
electrolyte. 
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5.4 Paper IV 
 
Ionic liquid and hybrid ionic liquid/organic electrolytes for high 
temperature lithium-ion battery application 
 
While ILel have many advantages, their disadvantages are high viscosities and poor 
transport properties. Hybrid IL/organic solvent electrolytes may resolve these 
shortcomings, wherefore we studied different pyrrolidinium based hybrid IL/organic 
solvent electrolytes for fundamental properties and application in HT-LIBs. The pure 
pyrrolidinium ILel was studied as reference. The ILel had a high thermal stability, 
decomposing at ca. 340°C, while the hybrid electrolytes showed solvent evaporation 
already below 100°C, setting their upper application limit < 100°C. Viscosities 
decreased exponentially with temperature and with the addition of the organic solvents 
and were around 40% lower for the hybrid electrolytes at RT (Figure 26). They all had 
comparable ESWs of around 5 V vs. Li+/Li°, with the FEC hybrid electrolyte having a 
ca. 0.5 V vs. Li+/Li° lower cathodic stability than the other electrolytes, still enabling 
the most common cathode materials. Cycling of Li||LFP half-cells at 80°C and 1 C 
resulted in discharge capacities of ca. 160 mAh/g, which were higher than for LP30 at 
RT, showing a clear advantage of hybrid electrolytes at HT compared to commercial 
electrolytes at RT. Rate capability tests revealed a preference for the FEC hybrid 
electrolyte, which enabled a minor loss of 5% of the discharge capacity when moving 
from 1 C to 4 C, while the other showed drops of 12-23%. Long-term battery cycling 
at 80°C and 2 C resulted in stable cycling of the FEC hybrid electrolyte for 300 cycles, 
only losing 5% capacity, while the ILel showed rapid capacity fading after 250 cycles 
(Figure 26), in further support for improved performance of hybrid electrolytes. 
 
 
Figure 26: Viscosities and charge/discharge capacities of the electrolytes. 
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5.5 Paper V 
 
Pyrrolidinium FSI and TFSI based polymerized ionic liquids as 
electrolytes for high temperature lithium-ion batteries 
 
PILel unite increased ionic conductivities and high thermal stabilities of ILs with the 
mechanical properties of polymers, which should make them ideal for HT-LIBs. 
Therefore, we studied two ternary sets of PILel with different IL/Li-salt molar fraction 
(9:1, 6:1 and 3:1) for physical and electrochemical properties and the influence of 
having both TFSI and FSI anions present to elucidate any possible synergies. Set A and 
B both contained LiTFSI, the PDDA PIL, and the Pyr14 cation, while set A exclusively 
contained the TFSI anion and set B both the FSI and TFSI anion. The Tg of all the PILel 
were low (-82 to -63°C), but higher for the PILel with increased Li-salt concentration, 
however, the increase was stronger for set A hinting on stronger Li+-TFSI interaction. 
Dynamic TGA showed high thermal stabilities of all PILel with set B being thermally 
less stable (180 vs. 350°C), which was confirmed by isothermal TGA at 125°C where 
set B PILel showed a mass loss while set A was stable. However, all the PILel were 
stable during isothermal TGA at 100°C, the ionic conductivities increased with 
temperature and Li-salt concentration, and almost all of the PILel had ≥ 0.1 mS/cm at 
80-100°C, suggesting their general usage in HT-LIBs.  
 
 
Figure 27: Cycling performance for Li|PILel|LFP cells at varying C-rates. 
 
Anodic stabilities were higher for set B PILel, due to a synergetic effect of having both 
anions present, possibly enabling high voltage cathodes, while cathodic stabilities were 
similar for all PILel. The interfacial resistances increase over time until a plateau is 
reached with lower resistances upon increased Li-salt concentration, and especially for 
set B PILel (27 vs. 300 Ω), due to a beneficial effect of the FSI anion. Rate capability 
tests with Li||LFP half-cells showed a clear effect of the salt concentration on the C-
rate, where for set A PILel a low LiTFSI concentration slightly improved discharge 
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capacities at 0.1-0.5 C, while the opposite trend was seen at 1 C, where only the PILel 
with a high LiTFSI concentration (A 3:1) delivered 35 mAh/g (Figure 27). For set B 
PILel, stable discharge capacities were reached for the PILel with high LiTFSI 
concentration (B 3:1), enabling 160 mAh/g even at 0.5 C and altogether resulting in the 
best battery cycling performance. However, this did not occur during long-term cycling 
at 0.5 C where B 3:1, possibly suffered from a lower SEI quality.  
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5.6 Paper VI 
 
Towards more thermally stable Li-ion battery electrolytes with salts and 
solvents sharing nitrile functionality 
 
HT-LIB electrolytes do not have to be IL based. Another alternative is nitrile based 
electrolytes, which were investigated for physical properties and performance. The 
electrolytes showed liquid ranges dependent on the solvents applied and extendable to 
slightly lower temperatures; the Tm shifted from 2°C for ADN to -20°C for the 
ADN:SL:EC (ASE) electrolyte, enabling extended low temperature storage and 
operation. All the electrolytes had rather high viscosities in the range of 12 – 20 mPa s 
at 20°C and only moderate ionic conductivities of ca. 1 mS/cm at RT. The LiTDI based 
electrolytes overall had the highest ionic conductivities. In terms of thermal stability, 
the ADN and ADN:SL (AS) electrolytes had high flash points of > 150°C and exhibited 
only slow solvent evaporation and no CO2 release during the thermal analysis (Figure 
28), making them the safer choices. The ternary ASE electrolytes, however, showed 
EC evaporation already at ca. 70°C and CO2 traces at slightly higher temperatures, 
clearly limiting these electrolytes. For the corresponding solvent mixture without any 
Li-salt, no CO2 was detected by FT-IR, suggesting a catalytic effect of the Li
+ and/or 
the anion.  
 
The performance of the Li||LFP half-cells was only moderate with discharge capacities 
of ca. 140 mAh/g, but showed relatively high coulombic efficiencies of 99.6% and 
99.8% for the two AS electrolytes with LiTDI and LiDCTA, respectively, (Figure 28). 
 
 
 
Figure 28: a) Discharge capacities for Li||LFP cells and b) TGA FT-IR spectra. 
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6 Conclusions and Outlook 
 
 The quality of the LiFSI salt is highly dependent on the supplier/manufacturer 
and possibly originates in the synthesis process. The impurities present alter the 
thermal stabilities, but we have not seen any effect on cycling performance – 
but further, more demanding cycling, is warranted.  
 
 ILel are a viable path for HT-LIB operating at ca. 100°C. 
 
 A synergetic effect of having both TFSI and FSI anions present in the electrolyte 
exists for a certain ratio. This results in increased thermal stabilities and high 
ionic conductivities. Possibly a mixed FSI and TFSI solvation of Li+ exists in 
such electrolytes.  
 
 Even though the ILel show promising properties at HT, their final viability as 
HT-LIB electrolytes has to be tested by cycling experiments, etc. 
 
 Transport numbers should if possible be determined (for the mixed systems) to 
increase the understanding of the electrolytes.  
 
 Organic solvent/IL hybrid electrolytes are very promising for HT-LIBs, 
outperforming conventional and ILel in terms of capacity retention and long- 
term stability. The hybrid electrolyte performed better at 80°C than the 
conventional electrolyte at RT.  
 
 Ternary PILel are promising for HT-LIBs, however, with a disadvantage in low 
rate capabilities. A vibrational/NMR spectroscopy study could be useful for a 
more detailed understanding of the Li+ transport mechanism and to better tailor 
the PILel. 
 
 Nitrile based electrolytes need improved electrochemical performance, but 
exhibit promising safety features especially in the absence of EC. The latter 
calls for further studies on possible alternatives to EC also for conventional 
electrolytes.  
 
 Further tailoring of the electrolytes can/should be possible by application of 
additives, e.g. HT stable organic or silicon based solvents. The target could be 
to further increase the thermal stability, enhance the ionic conductivity, or 
improve the SEI. 
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